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Dimensional Synthesis of Six-Bar Linkage
as a Constrained RPR Chain

M. Plecnik and J.M. McCarthy

Abstract In this paper, five positions of a planar RPR serial chain are specified and
the synthesis equations for two RR constraints are solved to obtain a six-bar linkage.
Analysis of the resulting linkage determines if it moves the end-effector smoothly
through the five task positions without a branch defect. The design procedure
presented randomly selects variations to the positions of the RPR chain in order
to obtain new six-bar linkages. This dimensional synthesis algorithm yields a set
of six-bar linkages that move the end-effector near the original task positions. This
synthesis procedure is applied to the design of a linkage that generates a square
pattern. The procedure yielded 122 defect-free linkages for one million iterations.

Keywords Linkage synthesis • Six-bar linkage synthesis • RPR chain •
Defect-free synthesis

1 Introduction

This paper presents a dimensional synthesis procedure for a Watt I six-bar linkage
that includes a prismatic joint. The designer specifies a planar RPR chain that
reaches five specified task positions—R refers to a revolute joint and P to a prismatic
joint. The task positions are defined in terms of the translation of the origin to a point
P and the orientation � of a moving reference frame M relative to a fixed frame F .
Two RR constraints are computed in order to guide the chain through the five task
positions, however, a linkage can fail to move smoothly through the task positions
due to what is called a branch defect. The procedure presented in this paper finds
usable linkages that do not have this branch defect by searching within tolerance
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zones around the specified task positions. The design procedure is illustrated by the
design of a RPR Watt I linkage that generates a square pattern for a screw insertion
device.

2 Literature Review

The design of a six-bar linkage that includes an RPR chain was introduced by Bagci
and Burke [1]. A strategy similar to our approach is found in Gatti and Mundo
[4] who constrain a three degree-of-freedom planar six-bar chain using cams. Our
approach follows Soh and McCarthy [11], who constrain a 3R chain.

Kinzel et al. [6] use computer-aided design based geometric constraint solvers to
obtain a Stephenson III six-bar linkage, and Shiakolas et al. [10] use an evolutionary
optimization algorithm. Our design equations are based on the synthesis of RR
chains introduced by Burmester theory [3], also see McCarthy and Soh (2010), [7].
The design of four-bar linkages that do not branch is called solution rectification,
Bawab et al. [2]. Plecnik and McCarthy [9] use a random search to find non-
branching slider-crank function generators. Branching analyses for Watt I six-bars
have been studied by Mirth and Chase [8] and more recently by Watanabe and
Katoh [13] and by Ting et al. [12].

This paper introduces the combination of Burmester five-position synthesis to
constrain an RPR chain with randomized search of tolerance zones in order to obtain
usable six-bar linkages.

3 RPR Specification

The first step in the design procedure is to specify an RPR chain that reaches the
five specified task positions

ŒTi � D ŒT .�i ; xi ; yi /� i D 1; : : : ; 5; (1)

where ŒT � is a 3�3 planar homogeneous matrix capable of transforming coordinates
to a fixed frame F from a frame displaced by P D .x; y/ and rotated at �. The
specified parameters of the RPR chain are O, p, and � as shown in Fig. 1. Point
O D .Ox; Oy/ locates the fixed pivot, p is the length from the slider to the end
effector, and � is the angular offset of the end effector frame from the PA frame.

The position .x; y/ and the orientation � of the end effector is described by the
following equations,

�
s cos �

s sin �

�
D

�
x

y

�
�

�
Ox

Oy

�
�

�
p cos.� C �/

p sin.� C �/

�
(2)
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Fig. 1 A three DOF open
loop RPR chain

� D � C � C � mod 2�; (3)

where joint parameters s, � , � are shown in Fig. 1. In order to find the inverse
kinematics solution for s, � , and �, Eq. (3) is substituted into Eq. (2) and the
magnitude of the resulting vector equation is computed to obtain

s D ˙
q

.x � Ox � p cos.� � �//2 C .y � Oy � p sin.� � �//2: (4)

The angle � is computed by dividing the y-component of (2) by its x-component and
applying an arctan function,

� D arctan

�
y � Oy � p sin.� � �/

x � Ox � p cos.� � �/

�
(5)

The computation of the final joint parameter � is straightforward from Eq. 3. Note
that the positive and negative values of (4) correspond to two solutions of fs; �; �g
which describe the same configuration of the RPR chain. Therefore only the positive
value of s will be considered.

4 Synthesis of the First RR Constraint

The inverse kinematics procedure (Sect. 3) is applied for all task positions to obtain
si and �i for i D 1; : : : ; 5. Next the slider link is connected to ground by a RR chain
so that the resulting inverted slider-crank loop is capable of achieving each set of
joint parameters fsi ; �ig. This is accomplished by first defining the sliding point

Ai D
�

Ox C si cos �i

Oy C si sin �i

�
(6)
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Fig. 2 (a) First RR constraint is added, (b) Second RR constraint is added

which is used to create the transformations ŒT .�i ; Ai /� for point C (Fig. 2) from
coordinates in link frame CA to coordinates in F . Then the relative transformations
of C from its configuration in the first task position to the other four task positions
can be defined as

ŒD1i � D ŒT .�i ; Ai /�ŒT .�1; A1/��1 i D 2; : : : ; 5: (7)

Therefore the positions of C associated with the five task positions can be written as

Ci D ŒD1i �C1: (8)

Next, the unknown ground point B is defined in F as shown in Fig. 2. The
constraint equations for an RR link that connects point B to C for all task positions
is given by

.ŒD1i �C1 � B/ � .ŒD1i �C1 � B/ D q2: (9)

where q is the constant length of link CB.
These design equations can be simplified by cancelling q2 to obtain four bilinear

equations in the four unknowns Bx , By , Cx1, and Cy1. The solution of the design
equations is known to yield as many as four real solutions [5]. One of these solutions
will be the specified RP chain with fixed pivot B D O and a moving pivot C1 at
infinity. Therefore this design procedure will yield one or three additional real RR
chains.

The pivots O, A, C, and B form an inverted slider-crank loop. The pivots A and
C are attached to the slider and O and B are attached to ground. The vector C � A
has magnitude r and the constant angle � measured from the vector A � O.

The input-output equation for an inverted slider-crank can be used to evaluate
whether the synthesized RR constraint has a branch defect. The formulation of the
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input-output equation of an inverted slider-crank is similar to the RRRP linkage
as found in [7]. For a given input � this equation has two solutions, fs; ˇgC and
fs; ˇg�. These are assembled into the two sets

	C D ff�1; sC
1 ; ˇC

1 g; : : : ; f�i ; sC
i ; ˇC

i g; : : : ; f�5; sC
5 ; ˇC

5 gg;
	� D ff�1; s�

1 ; ˇ�
1 g; : : : ; f�i ; s�

i ; ˇ�
i g; : : : ; f�5; s�

5 ; ˇ�
5 gg; (10)

which are the two branches of the linkage. A linkage is usable if the configurations
obtained for each of the task positions are on the same branch. A linkage that does
not have the task positions on the same branch is not useful.

This procedure determines the values of f�i ; si ; ˇi g, i D 1; : : : ; 5 and compares
the results to 	C and 	�. If all of the configurations are on one branch or the other,
the linkage is considered to be usable. This procedure can fail due to the complexity
of six-bar linkage coupler curves [8], therefore a final visual confirmation is
necessary.

5 Synthesis of the Second RR Constraint

The synthesis and analysis procedures of Sect. 4 result in 0–3 partial six-bar
assemblies passed on to the second RR constraint procedure. The second procedure
parallels the first in that 0–3 complete six-bar mechanisms will result from each
partial six-bar, allowing for a maximum synthesis of nine six-bar mechanisms.

The synthesis procedure for the second RR chain computes the points D in the
link CB frame (Fig. 2) and E in the link PA frame. The relative transformations
from the configuration of the first task position to all other task positions that define
D and E are given by

ŒG1i � D ŒT .ˇi ; B/�ŒT .ˇ1; B/��1 (11)

ŒH1i � D ŒT .�i ; xi ; yi /�ŒT .�1; x1; y1/�
�1 (12)

respectively, so that locations Di and Ei in F are

Di D ŒG1i �D1 (13)

Ei D ŒH1i �E1 i D 2; : : : ; 5: (14)

The constraint equation for an RR link that connects points D and E is given by

.ŒG1i �D1 � ŒH1i �E1/ � .ŒG1i �D1 � ŒH1i �E1/ D v2; (15)

where v is the constant length of the link ED.
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Equation 15 has the same structure as Eq. 9 forming four bilinear equations in
four unknowns Dx1, Dy1, Ex1, and Ey1. Similar to the first RR case, four solutions
are found, two of which may be imaginary and one that reproduces the link CA, that
is D1 D C1 and E1 D A1. Therefore, either one or three links exist that connect link
CB to the link PA for the given task positions. The moving pivot D is located on the
link CB at a distance t from the moving pivot C and at the angle 
 relative to the
vector C � B . E is located on link PA by length u from A and angular offset � from
P � A. Points C, D, E, and A form a 4R loop.

Using a process similar to the inverted slider-crank loop analysis presented in
Sect. 4, the input-output equation of a 4R loop can be used to find branch defects.
Formulation of the input-output equation for a 4R linkage is outlined in [7]. For
a given input � this equation has two solutions, f˛; ıgC and f˛; ıg�. These are
assembled into the sets

C D ff�1; ˛C
1 ; ıC

1 g; : : : ; f�i ; ˛C
i ; ıC

i g; : : : ; f�5; ˛C
5 ; ıC

5 gg;
� D ff�1; ˛�

1 ; ı�
1 g; : : : ; f�i ; ˛�

i ; ı�
i g; : : : ; f�5; ˛�

5 ; ı�
5 gg: (16)

to form the two solution branches. The values of f�i ; ˛i ; ıig, i D 1; : : : ; 5 are
determined and compared to C and �. If all configurations are on a single branch,
then the linkage is considered usable. Note that this condition does not guarantee
the mechanism will not travel through a singular configuration in between task
positions.

6 Application of Design Methodology

This synthesis procedure begins with five task positions ŒTi � for i D 1; : : : ; 5

specified by the designer. Dimensional synthesis computes as many as nine design
candidates. If the evaluation of branching for these candidate linkages fails, then
the task positions are adjusted within specified tolerance zones. The adjustment
process randomly selects values for �i , xi , and yi , i D 1; : : : ; 5 that lie within
regions defined by the designer. The synthesis procedure is repeated for the new
task positions ŒTi �.

This procedure was applied to the design of an RPR six-bar linkage that guides
a screw insertion device. The goal is to position the end effector over four holes
equally spaced on a 5.08 cm diameter bolt hole circle, stopping over each hole to
insert a screw. The four holes are to be visited by the end effector in a star pattern,
see Fig. 3.

The specified task positions and tolerance zones for this design problem are listed
in Table 1. The dimensions of the RPR chain, O; p; �, are also listed in Table 1.
Notice that tolerances were applied to the dimensions of the RPR linkage as well.
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Fig. 3 Original task
positions with position
in cm and orientation
found in Table 1

Table 1 Task position tolerance zones and RPR parameter tolerance zones

Task positions, i 1 2 3 4 5

�i 0ı ˙ 10ı 10ı ˙ 10ı 20ı ˙ 10ı 30ı ˙ 10ı 40ı ˙ 10ı

xi (cm) 2:54 ˙ 0 7:62 ˙ 0 2:54 ˙ 0 7:62 ˙ 0 0 ˙ 25:4

yi (cm) 2:54 ˙ 0 7:62 ˙ 0 7:62 ˙ 0 2:54 ˙ 0 0 ˙ 25:4

Ox (cm) 0 ˙ 25:4

Oy (cm) 0 ˙ 25:4

p (cm) 0 ˙ 12:7

� 0 ˙ 180ı

Fig. 4 Useful screw insertion
linkage design

This design procedure was executed for one million iterations and yielded
122 useful linkages including the design shown in Fig. 4. The computation was
performed on a 3.01 GHz AMD Phenom(tm) II X4 945 processor. The run-
time for this Mathematica program was approximately 0.11 s/iteration, or 30 h of
computation.
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7 Conclusions

This paper presents a synthesis procedure for six-bar mechanisms as constrained
RPR chains. Analysis of the six-bar linkage identifies branch defects. By searching
random variations within tolerances around a nominal task, a number of usable
designs are obtained. This procedure does not guarantee the elimination of link-
age designs that branch, but the authors’ experience are that they rarely appear in
the results of the algorithm. An example synthesis of an RPR six-bar linkage to
guide a screw insertion device through a square pattern yielded 122 usable six-bar
linkage designs in a search of one million tasks.

Acknowledgements The authors acknowledge the support of the National Science Foundation
and the assistance of the reviewers. Special thanks to Kevin Hung for executing the design of the
screw insertion linkage.
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